Ark On Ararat
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this Ark On Ararat by online. You might not require more
epoch to spend to go to the ebook opening as with ease as search
for them. In some cases, you likewise reach not discover the
publication Ark On Ararat that you are looking for. It will
certainly squander the time.
However below, similar to you visit this web page, it will be
correspondingly unquestionably easy to acquire as with ease as
download guide Ark On Ararat
It will not undertake many grow old as we tell before. You can
realize it even though discharge duty something else at house and
even in your workplace. thus easy! So, are you question? Just
exercise just what we find the money for below as well as
evaluation Ark On Ararat what you following to read!

The Quest for Noah's Ark - John
Warwick Montgomery 1972
Ararat - Christopher Golden
2017-04-18
Bram Stoker Award Winner for
Superior Achievement in a
Novel "An extremely gripping
story, with echoes of John
Carpenter’s The Thing...It’s a
creepy, chilling book." —Scott
Smith, New York Times

bestselling author of The Ruins
and A Simple Plan "Part
psychological horror, part
supernatural thriller, Ararat is
a masterclass in supernatural
suspense. Don't read it before
bed!" —Sarah Pinborough,
New York Times bestselling
author of Behind Her Eyes
"Ararat is a rollicking and
horrifying adventure...as
relentless as it is addictive."
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—Paul Tremblay, author of A
Head Full of Ghosts and
Disappearance at Devil's Rock
New York Times bestselling
author Christopher Golden’s
Ararat is a supernatural thriller
about a mountain adventure
that quickly turns into a
horrific nightmare of biblical
proportions. Ararat is the
heart-pounding tale of an
adventure that goes wrong...on
a biblical scale. When an
earthquake reveals a secret
cave hidden inside Mount
Ararat in Turkey, a daring
newly engaged couple are
determined to be the first ones
inside...and what they discover
will change everything. The
cave is actually a buried
ancient ship that many quickly
come to believe is Noah’s Ark.
When a team of scholars,
archaeologists, and filmmakers
make it inside the ark, they
discover an elaborate coffin in
its recesses. Inside the coffin
they find something hideous.
Shock and fear turn to horror
when a massive blizzard blows
in, trapping them thousands of
meters up the side of a remote
mountain. All they can do is

pray for safety. But something
wicked is listening to their
prayers...and it wants to
answer.
The Lost Ship of Noah Charles Berlitz 1987
One of the world's foremost
explorers of ancient mysteries
provides proof of the historical
validity of Noah's Ark and the
Great Flood
Noah in Ancient Greek Art Robert Bowie Johnson, Jr.
2007-12-01
If you’ve read "The Parthenon
Code: Mankind’s History in
Marble" by Mr. Johnson, you’re
in for a further treat. "Noah in
Ancient Greek Art" goes deeper
into the true identity of Athena,
identifying the real woman she
represents—the one who came
through the Flood on the ark as
Ham’s wife. It sounds fantastic,
but just wait and see. The
evidence is overwhelming. In
the early post-Flood world, this
woman was so influential in
promoting the resurgence of
the way of Kain (Cain) that
every Mediterranean and Mideastern culture idolized her,
often using different names for
different aspects and
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achievements of this
“goddess.” If you haven’t yet
read "The Parthenon Code,"
you’re in for a big surprise in
this book. What today’s
scholars call ancient myth is
not myth at all, but rather the
history of the human race
expressed from the standpoint
of the way of Kain. This new
book is written in such a way
that you will be able to pick up
and understand this crucial
thread very quickly. In most
cases, the ancient art speaks
for itself. The Greek gods look
exactly like people because,
with rare exceptions, that is
who they represent. In Plato’s
Dialogue, "Euthydemus,"
Socrates referred to Zeus,
Apollo and Athena as his “lords
and ancestors.” Another
witness to this obvious truth is
the life of the great hero,
Herakles. À la “George
Washington slept here,” scores
of Greek towns claimed that
Herakles had performed some
kind of great feat (often one of
his twelve labors) within or
near their boundaries.
Herakles was a real man. In
fact, he was the Nimrod of

Genesis. On a vase-painting in
the book, Athena picks up the
hero Herakles in her chariot at
his death, and takes him to
immortality on Mount
Olympus. Who does he join
there, space aliens? Of course
not. He joins his ancestors, the
Olympian family. If it looks like
a human, talks like a human,
and acts like a human, it must
be a human. This is the key to
understanding Greek art. The
Greeks claimed their descent
from an original brothersister/husband-wife pair named
Zeus and Hera. Zeus and Hera
are the Greek versions of Adam
and Eve. The Greeks referred
to Zeus as the father of gods
(ancestors) and men, and to
Hera as the mother of all
living. Their poets and
playwrights traced this first
couple to an ancient paradise
called the Garden of the
Hesperides, and always
depicted it with a serpententwined apple tree. You have
probably heard at one time or
another about Eve eating the
apple. The Hebrew word for
fruit in Chapter 3 of Genesis is
a general term. The idea that
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Adam and Eve took a bite of an
apple comes to us from the
Greek tradition. The author
gives you this, and all the other
background you need to
understand Noah’s place in
ancient Greek art. As the
narrative progresses, you’ll see
that Noah was not some vague
figure remembered by a few
maverick Greek artists. Greek
vase-artists and sculptors
actually defined the rapid
growth and development of
their contrary religious outlook
in direct relation to Noah and
his loss of authority. Greek
artists portrayed the victory of
their man-centered idolatrous
religion as the simultaneous
defeat of Noah and his Yahwehbelieving children. The twelve
labors of Herakles sculpted on
the temple of Zeus at Olympia
(restored and explained in
Section III of the book), in and
of themselves, chronicled and
celebrated mankind’s
successful rebellion against
Noah and his God after the
Flood. The most important part
of this book may be Section IV
which explains why the
scholarly world remains blind

to the obvious and simple
historical truths expressed in
ancient art. The short answer
is that Darwinism (what the
author calls Slime-SnakeMonkeyism) has thoroughly
polluted the mainstream
sciences. Today, mainstream
anthropologists do not study
the record of our origins that
our ancient ancestors have left
us in their art and literature.
Instead, they study
chimpanzees. This is very sad,
pitiful even. These grown men
and women work diligently and
proudly in an effort to find the
evidence that will finally
“prove” that they themselves,
along with their vaunted
intellects, are the products of
unintelligent chance, with no
expectation of immortality. The
author continues to marvel
along with the apostle Paul, as
perhaps you will as well: “Does
not God make stupid the
wisdom of this world?” (I
Corinthians 1:20). "Noah in
Ancient Greek Art" features
140 illustrations including
twenty-seven vase-scenes of
Noah, most in an historical
context. This book is the best
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evidence against Slime-SnakeMonkeyism you’ll ever read.
Noah's Ark - the Evidence David Allen Deal 2005-12-30
Actual photograps of the ark
evidence, including the ark hull
impression, and the upper
landing place impression, and
many ancient dwelling
foundations of the city of NoahMesha-Naxuan.
Full Moon over NoahÕs Ark Rick Antonson 2016-04-12
Acclaimed travel writer Rick
Antonson sets his adventurous
compass on Mount Ararat,
exploring the region’s long
history, religious mysteries,
and complex politics. Mount
Ararat is the most fabled
mountain in the world. For
millennia this massif in eastern
Turkey has been rumored as
the resting place of Noah’s Ark
following the Great Flood. But
it also plays a significant role in
the longstanding conflict
between Turkey and Armenia.
Author Rick Antonson joined a
five-member expedition to the
mountain’s nearly 17,000-foot
summit, trekking alongside a
contingent of Armenians, for
whom Mount Ararat is the

stolen symbol of their country.
Antonson weaves vivid
historical anecdote with
unexpected travel vignettes,
whether tracing earlier
mountaineering attempts on
the peak, recounting the
genocide of Armenians and its
unresolved debate, or depicting
the Kurds’ ambitions for their
own nation’s borders, which
some say should include Mount
Ararat. What unfolds in Full
Moon Over Noah’s Ark is one
man’s odyssey, a tale told
through many stories. Starting
with the flooding of the Black
Sea in 5600 BCE, through to
the Epic of Gilgamesh and the
contrasting narratives of the
Great Flood known to followers
of the Judaic, Christian and
Islamic religions, Full Moon
Over Noah’s Ark takes readers
along with Antonson through
the shadows and broad
landscapes of Turkey, Iraq,
Iran and Armenia, shedding
light on a troubled but
fascinating area of the world.
Two Sermons, first of the
creatures going into Noah's
Ark [on 1 Pet. iii. 20, 21] ...
Second of the creatures
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going out of the Ark to
Mount Ararat [on Isai. liv.
9-14], etc - Edmund JONES
(Dissenting Minister of
Aberystruth.) 1781
The Ark on Ararat - Tim F.
LaHaye 1977
The Ark File - Rene
Noorbergen 2004
No other object mentioned in
the annals of ancient history
and mythology has so stirred
the imagination of amateur
archaeologists as the ship
known to us as Noah's ark. In
The Ark File, the author has
traced the almost unbelievable
tale of research and frustration
that has accompanied the
modern search for it. Is the
story of Noah's ark and the
Flood a mere myth, or is it
possibly the agonizing account
of a survivor of the greatest
tragedy ever to befall
mankind? This book presents
the answers connected with
this age-old mystery.
The Ark on Ararat - Tim F.
LaHaye 1976
Noah's Ark and the Ararat

Adventure - John D. Morris
1994
This unique family book was
written by an explorer of that
famous mountain. A thrilling
tale of danger, daring, and
discovery, this book contains
actual photographs of Mt.
Ararat and detailed drawings
of eyewitness sightings of
Noah's ark.
More Than an Ark on Ararat James Benson Irwin 1985
The Mystery of the Ark - Paul
Thomsen 1991-04
Two teams of scientists
experience instances of God's
grace in their difficult and
dangerous search for Noah's
Ark on Mount Ararat in Turkey.
Noah and the Devil - 2001
Noah's words to his stubborn
wife lead to an unexpected
invitation and unwanted guest
aboard their ship, in a
Romanian folk version of this
Biblical tale.
The Ark - Jack T. Chick 2005
Jack Chick's classic story about
the Crusaders and their part in
an expedition to find the Ark on
Mt. Ararat. While avoiding
hostile government forces, they
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learn much about Noah's Ark
and the search to find it.
Arrested as CIA spies, they
have a close call before
escaping. Fascinating action
along with the salvation
message always found in books
by Jack Chick.
The Explorers of Ararat and the
Search for Noah's Ark - B. J.
Corbin 1999
This books is a compilation of
accounts written by
experienced explorers who
have searched for Noah's Ark
since the 1960's. Each explorer
conveys his unique experiences
and insights regarding the
search.
To Build an Ark - Ellen
Thorndike McGinnis
2017-06-09
Walk hand in hand with Noah
as he puts his trust in God.
When God tells Noah to build a
big ark because a big flood is
coming, Noah listens to God
although he is laughed at by
the people in his community.
Noahs loyalty never bends in
this timeless classic that will
delight you as a reader and
transcend you to Gods promise
of new beginnings.

Noah's Ark and the Lost
World - John David Morris
1988
Shares the excitement and
danger of the real-life search
for Noah's Ark on Mt. Ararat,
and offers the truth about
dinosaurs, the Flood, and the
Ark from a Biblical perspective.
Noah's Ark: Ancient
Accounts and New
Discoveries (unabridged) Henri Nissen 2015-01-26
The book is about the discovery
of what is believed to be
Noah’s ark. A team of Turkish
and Chinese explorers found a
huge tree construction on top
of mountain – Mt. Ararat in
Turkey. The book and its
content will question the
foundation of the theory of
Revolution and will raise
confidence in the Bible as a
historically reliable document,
which once again has proven
its credibility. It’s time for the
truth to be revealed. Check
here:
www.insidemountararat.com
for a video, photos and
information about the latest
development of Ararat
expedition.
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Noah's Ark: I Touched it Fernand Navarra 1974
Quest for Discovery - Richard
Carl Bright 2001-09-01
In 1985, researchers found
Titanic resting on the ocean
floor, and the international
buzz continues. Now, is there
evidence that the worlds other
famous ship is perched on the
snowy slopes of turkey's Mt.
Ararat? Is Noah's ark myth or
reality? Veteran explorer
Richard Bright has spent two
decades investigating the
claims for the wooden vessel
mentioned in the Bible. Over a
dozen expeditions to the site
and countless hours in
research make Bright an
authority on the ship Genesis
says preserved the life of eight
humans and a cargo of animals
during a global cataclysm. This
incredible book details the
dramatic climbs, political
intrigue, and sheer danger
involved in a quest for the
greatest archaeological
treasure of all time. Neverbefore-seen photographs,
expedition accounts, and
persuasive evidences point to a

massive, manmade abject
hidden on remote Mt. Ararat.
Read Quest for Discovery and
make up your own mind.
Journey Through the Ark
Encounter - Answers in Genesis
2017-06-23
Step back in time and explore
one of the best-known biblical
events at the Ark Encounter!
Be transported back in time to
meet Noah and his seven other
family members, who lived
aboard the Ark and cared for
all the animals during the
Flood. See what their living
quarters may have looked like,
what they could have brought
on board, and even what kinds
of clothing they wore. At 510
feet long, 51 feet high, and 85
feet wide, Noah’s Ark stretched
an American football field and
a half long. The Ark built in
Kentucky is the largest timber
frame structure in the world,
built from standing dead
timber, in part by skilled Amish
craftsmen. It is an architectural
and engineering wonder
containing three decks of world
class exhibits. Whether or not
you have visited the Ark
Encounter, this book will guide
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you step-by-step through this
faith-affirming wonder. Many
of the animals that lived during
Noah’s lifetime didn’t look
much like the animals we see
today. Prepare to have your
expectations challenged by a
host of incredibly lifelike
sculpted animals, along with
exotic live animals from around
the world in Ararat Ridge Zoo.
Plus, you’ll learn how Noah
could have cared for all the
animals and how the Ark was
big enough to fit them all on
board. See what is being called
the “eighth wonder of the
world.” Over 300,000 visitors
from around the world have
visited the Ark since its
opening in July of 2016Words
used to describe the Ark
Encounter: Huge! Impressive!
Bigger than imagined!
Breathtaking! Beautiful!
Amazing!Have you ever seen a
thylacosmilid, entelodont, or
chalicothere? These are just a
few of the unfamiliar animals
you can see and learn about in
the Ark!
In Search of Noah's Ark David W. Balsiger 1976

Noah's Ark - John D. Morris
2014
The Lost Ark - J. R. Rain
2020-06-09
A MISSING
ARCHAEOLOGIST... A RACE
AGAINST TIME... AND ONE
VERY FAMOUS LOST SHIP
Welcome to Mount Ararat,
legendary resting spot of
Noah's Ark... and the setting
for J.R. Rain's wildest, boldest
adventure yet! In a lonely bar
in eastern Turkey, ex-National
Geographic photojournalist
Sam Ward is hired to find an
eccentric professor who
disappeared high atop Mount
Ararat, fabled resting spot of
Noah's Ark. Accompanied by
the professor's beautiful
daughter, archaeologist Faye
Roberts, Sam soon stumbles
upon a secret stronghold--a
base of operation for
unleashing hell on earth. Now
running for their lives, Sam
and company are about to
come face-to-face with the
greatest archaeological
discovery of all time.... For fans
of Clive Cussler, James Rollins,
and Indiana Jones. The #1
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bestseller in half a dozen
categories on Amazon,
including Action/Adventure,
Romance Adventure, Military
Fiction, Suspense, Men's
Adventure, Travel Adventure
Fiction, and Historical Mystery.
The Lost Ark is a standalone
novel with over 100,000 copies
sold. "Gripping, adventurous,
and romantic--J.R. Rain's The
Lost Ark is a breakneck thriller
that traces the thread of
history from Biblical stories to
current-day headlines. Be
prepared to lose sleep!"--James
Rollins, international
bestselling author of the
"Sigma Force" series ★★★★★
"J.R. Rain weaves a tapestry of
interesting, believable
characters with a dynamite
plot. You will root for the
heroes, want to cry a bit in the
ending chapters. This book
makes you wonder, what if the
ark really was found in this day
in age. What would society
believe as a whole after a find
like that was authenticated?
The Lost Ark has a lot of action
for those of us that like that
genre and plenty of mystery."
―Amazon reviewer ★★★★★ "I

have personally been in the
Land of Noah and have been
mesmerized by the beauty and
mystery of Mount Ararat. My
adventure was calm and rather
spiritual. J. R. Rain's The Lost
Ark is far from calm. It is a
thrill ride from the first few
pages! And spiritual..... while
that interpretation will be left
up to the reader. Reads like an
Indiana Jones story. I read it in
two sittings." ―Amazon
reviewer ★★★★★ "The Lost Ark
was riveting, you were rooting
for Sam and Faye to survive
while searching for her father
and the lost ark. An excellent
adventure story that I truly
hope to see in a movie
someday!" ―Amazon reviewer
★★★★★ "The Lost Ark by J.R.
Rain is an excellent read! I love
a book full of action and
adventure and a great hero and
heroine. This book has it all
and the best of villains! The
finding of the ark was exciting
and on the edge of my seat the
pages just seem to turn
themselves. I couldn't wait to
get closer to the ending of this
book that is full of intrigue. Of
course when I did, I was sad it
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was over. I love J.R. Rain books
and can't wait to read more of
them. I highly recommend The
Lost Ark and hope you enjoy it
as much as I did!" ―Amazon
reviewer ★★★★★ "The Lost Ark
is jam-packed with adventure,
action, and a little romance
thrown in for good measure.
The main character, Sam
Ward, is a typical J R Rain
tough guy with an off beat
sense of humor. I would LOVE
to see a movie made from this
book." ―Amazon reviewer
Noah's Ark - Leroy Blevins, Sr.
2016-08-23
This book is years of deep
research on Noah's Ark You
will see the true design of the
Ark as told in the bible. And for
the first time ever, you will see
real images of the ark at rest
on Mt.Ararat. The true location
of the ark is 14,563ft lock in
the rocks just above the Ahora
Gorge.You will also see new
facts on Noah and his sons.God
Bless
Echoes of Ararat - Nick Liguori
2021-01-29
In Echoes of Ararat, author
Nick Liguori contends that oral
traditions of the Flood - and the

survival of the few inside the
floating Ark - are even more
prevalent than previously
thought, and they powerfully
confirm the truth of the
Genesis account. This
unprecedented work carefully
documents hundreds of native
traditions of the Flood - as well
as the Tower of Babel and the
Garden of Eden - from the
tribes of North and South
America. Learn what the
Cherokee, Lakota, Iroquois,
Cheyenne, Inuit, Inca, Aztec,
Guarani, and countless other
tribes claimed about the early
history of the world. Liguori
also shares many evidences for
the historical reliability of
Genesis, and shows that the
Genesis Flood account is not
dependent on the Epic of
Gilgamesh or other NearEastern texts, as skeptics
claim. Rather, its author Moses
had access to ancient records
passed down by the early
Patriarchs, including Joseph,
Jacob, Abraham, and even
Noah himself.
The Unsolved Mystery of
Noah's Ark - Mary Irwin
2012-10
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Ararat, a behemoth of a
mountain, is 17,000 feet of pain
for anyone who dares trespass
upon its icy heights. It is a
place of dread where one
wrong step can send climbers
careening down a steep, glacial
field into the abyss known as
the Ahora Gorge. Many have
died on those slopes, and some
have never been seen again. So
why do climbers come to this
place on the far east of the
Turkish Frontier? It is not for
sport alone; in fact, for most,
that is far from the real reason.
They come to Ararat flirting
with death to find an old boat
we all know as Noah's ark. It is
said that its rotting corpse is
somewhere up there in the
swirling clouds and slumbering
silence of ancient ice. Come
with Mary Irwin, one of the
original "ark-aeologists," as she
travels to Ararat and back
again uncovering many of the
ancient secrets of Noah's ark.
You may be surprised what you
find!
The True Story of Noah's
Ark - Tom Dooley 2003
Recounts the story of Noah and
the Flood, and explains what

the Bible has to say about the
date of the deluge and the
appearance of the Ark as a
structure that was more a
floating chest than a boat.
The Ark Discoveries - Richard
Carl Bright 2021-12-06
The Bible and Hebrew texts tell
us:The Bible tells us in Genesis
8:4 that the ark rested "upon
the mountains of Ararat."
Hebrew text tells us the ark
came to rest on the mountains
of "rrt." There are no vowels in
original Hebrew text, so "rrt"
translated to Urartu and later
to Ararat. Research tells us the
area extended from
southeastern Turkey across the
present border into Iran and
north to include most of
present day Armenia to the
southwest corner of Georgia
then southwest to about the
present city of Malatya and
back southeast and south of
Lake Van and southeast
Turkey. It covered much of the
eastern 1/3 of the present day
Turkey. Mount Ararat is within
that general area.Additional
research that includes the time
when Genesis is understood to
have been written by Moses
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(1400-1450 BC) indicates that
the Urartu Kingdom may have
included the area into what is
now Northern Iraq and to
Historic Assyria. Additional
research using Wikipedia tell
us Assyrian sources from early
1300 BC have the Urartu
Kingdom in the vast
mountainous regions southwest
of the Black Sea and Southwest
of the Caspian Sea. Mount
Ararat is within that general
area. If the "mountains of
Ararat," or Urartu has included
such a large area or areas over
the centuries, then since there
has been no verifiable
discovery that has been proven
to be a large structure of a
great age, It can be understood
why some researchers are of
the opinion that Mount Ararat
may not have been in the area
of Urartu at the time of the
writing of the book of Genesis,
or the ark did not land on
Mount Ararat, but on another
mountain within the vast area.
Some other mountains
suggested by those who have
varied opinions are mentioned
in chapter 17. There is also the
belief by some that Mount

Ararat is a post-flood mountain.
This rationale is pursued
despite the many reports (more
than 40) of an ark sighting on
Mount Ararat. A question here
given regarding the landing
place of the ark may be: Was
Mount Ararat in the Urartu
Kingdom at the time Genesis
was written? (You have read
this book; you know my
position on the position of
Mount Ararat when the ark
landed and when Genesis was
written). It certainly was in the
Urartu Kingdom in the 9th
century BC which later
succeeded to the Armenians in
the 6th century BC, but was
Mount Ararat included in the
"mountains of Ararat" (Gen.
8:4) when the book of Genesis
was written? Moses is
understood to have written the
book of Genesis. Henrietta C.
Mears (chapter 9, foot note 13)
says the book of Genesis closes
about 300 years before Moses
was born. Moses could have
only received the information
to write the book by a direct
revelation from God, or by
historical records. If historical
records were involved, where
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did the records come from?
She writes: "No doubt it was
written long before by
Abraham, Noah, or Enoch, who
knows?" Dr. Henry Morris
agrees (also chapter 9, footnote
14) and ads that oral traditions
handed down over the
centuries may have been
involved here too. God shared
the records with Moses in
whatever manner he chose to
do so. The Word of God is
truth.As far as Mt. Ararat being
a post-flood mountain as some
seem to believe, Dr. John
Morris, Dr. Tim LaHaye and
other scientists tell us the
mountain was pre-flood and
grew to its greatest height with
all the geological activity that
took place during the flood
(Chapter 9). Turkish geologist
Dr. Bayraktutan has located
what are believed to be
"basement rocks" that give
proof that Mount Ararat was
pre-flood ("Who We Are"
section).A question may be:
What area did the Urartu
Kingdom occupy long before
Moses arrived on the scene?
Wherever the area was I am of
the belief that Mount Ararat

was included in that area that
would be known as the
"mountains of Ararat" at the
time the ark landed on it. I
have personally talked with at
least 6 people who have seen,
or have personal knowledge of
the ark on Ararat. They are the
Reverend Vince Will who saw it
from an aircraft in WWII, Ed
Davis who during WWII was
taken to see the ark by Kurds
from his base in neighboring
Iran, two 2 Kurdish shepherds
who told me they saw part of a
large structure, Dudley Thomas
who held a top secret security
clearance and saw satellite
photographs and classified
information in the "Science and
technology Highlights"
classified journal when in the
navy, and Saim Sahin who was
taken to the ark and was able
to touch it. Their stories are in
chapters 5 and 17, as well as in
"Who We Are" and the
"Sketches and Photo Sections."
A complete study of the Urartu
Kingdom can be seen here:
https://www.noahsarksearch.co
m/Urartu_Ararat_Boundaries.p
df
In Search of the Lost
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Mountains of Noah - Robert
Cornuke 2001
The founder and president of
the Bible Archaeology Search
and Exploration Institute
details his expeditions
uncovering new evidence that
the Zagros Mountains in
present-day northern Iran-rather than Mt. Ararat in
southeastern Turkey--are the
real lost mountains of Noah
and perhaps hold the ruins of
Noah's ark.
View from the Ark - Dr. Diana
Prince 2015-03-12
About the Book View from the
Ark is a groundbreaking book
documenting the work of
American researcher, David
Fasold, and what is today
believed to be the authentic
site of Noah’s Ark. Fasold’s
extensive scientific work was
the basis for the Turkish
government’s official and only
declaration that Noah’s Ark has
been found. The site lies in the
mountains of Ararat, near the
Turkish village of Dogubayazit.
This area is now designated as
a national park, and the ark
site designated in the Turkish
as “Nuhun Gemisi” is now a

national treasure. Fasold was
formerly with the United States
Merchant Marines and had
traveled the world. He later
spent years operating a
successful salvaging business
in Florida exploring sunken
ships and aircraft and was a
close friend of the legendary
Mel Fisher. Fasold brought his
comprehensive nautical skills
and understanding of fluid
dynamics together with his
knowledge of ancient cultures.
He then used new technology
to answer old questions. He
used a molecular frequency
generator, and later, groundpenetrating radar, a technology
formerly used in projects by
NASA. But it was his keen
ability to put the pieces
together into a coherent whole
that brought his work to the
attention of the world.
Recognized by Turkey’s High
Commission for Noah’s Ark,
and under the direction of Dr.
Salye Baraktutan of Ataturk
University in Erzerum, Turkey,
Fasold was the only nonTurkish person ever allowed to
sit as a member of the
commission.
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Noah's Ark: Ancient Accounts
and New Discoveries
(abridged) - Henri Nissen
2015-01-26
The book is about the discovery
of what is believed to be
Noah’s ark. A team of Turkish
and Chinese explorers found a
huge tree construction on top
of mountain – Mt. Ararat in
Turkey. The book and its
content will question the
foundation of the theory of
Revolution and will raise
confidence in the Bible as a
historically reliable document,
which once again has proven
its credibility. It’s time for the
truth to be revealed. Check
here:
www.insidemountararat.com
for a video, photos and
information about the latest
development of Ararat
expedition.
The Noah's Ark Expedition Fernand Navarra 1974
The Ark - Boyd Morrison
2015-05-26
Archaeologist Dilara Kenner
and former combat engineer
Tyler Locke realize that they
have just seven days to find the

remains of Noah's Ark before
shadowy agents use its secret
to wipe out civilization.
Discovered- Noah's Ark Ronald E. Wyatt 2014-06-11
Noah's Ark has been found!
Turkish scientists and
authorities at the highest level
of government met in 1986 and
reviewed the extensive
research done by American
explorers, headed by Ron
Wyatt of Madison, Tennessee.
They agreed it was an ancient,
manmade ship and could be
nothing other than Noah's Ark.
In 1987 they officially
dedicated "Noah's Ark" as a
national treasure and began
work on a Visitor's Center
overlooking the site. Since
1988, when the center was
completed, visitors from all
over the world have come to
view the amazing discovery.
This book gives a brief, concise
description of Ron Wyatt's
research. It explains the
analysis of the specimens
which show this site to contain
sophisticated manmade metal
alloys. It shows the electronic
scans which reveal the pattern
of a massive ship. And much
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more evidence which clearly
points to the identification of
this site as containing the
remains of Noah's Ark.
Full Moon over Noah's Ark Rick Antonson 2016-04-12
Acclaimed travel writer Rick
Antonson sets his adventurous
compass on Mount Ararat,
exploring the region’s long
history, religious mysteries,
and complex politics. Mount
Ararat is the most fabled
mountain in the world. For
millennia this massif in eastern
Turkey has been rumored as
the resting place of Noah’s Ark
following the Great Flood. But
it also plays a significant role in
the longstanding conflict
between Turkey and Armenia.
Author Rick Antonson joined a
five-member expedition to the
mountain’s nearly 17,000-foot
summit, trekking alongside a
contingent of Armenians, for
whom Mount Ararat is the
stolen symbol of their country.
Antonson weaves vivid
historical anecdote with
unexpected travel vignettes,
whether tracing earlier
mountaineering attempts on
the peak, recounting the

genocide of Armenians and its
unresolved debate, or depicting
the Kurds’ ambitions for their
own nation’s borders, which
some say should include Mount
Ararat. What unfolds in Full
Moon Over Noah’s Ark is one
man’s odyssey, a tale told
through many stories. Starting
with the flooding of the Black
Sea in 5600 BCE, through to
the Epic of Gilgamesh and the
contrasting narratives of the
Great Flood known to followers
of the Judaic, Christian and
Islamic religions, Full Moon
Over Noah’s Ark takes readers
along with Antonson through
the shadows and broad
landscapes of Turkey, Iraq,
Iran and Armenia, shedding
light on a troubled but
fascinating area of the world.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as
our Arcade imprint, are proud
to publish a broad range of
books for readers interested in
history--books about World War
II, the Third Reich, Hitler and
his henchmen, the JFK
assassination, conspiracies, the
American Civil War, the
American Revolution,
gladiators, Vikings, ancient
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Rome, medieval times, the old
West, and much more. While
not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
Searching for Noah's Ark
(ICR) - Institute for Creation
Research 2018-04-03
Join the Quest to Find Noah's
Ark Noah's Ark played a
leading role in the book of
Genesis, but after safely
carrying its passengers
through the Flood, the Ark
disappears from the pages of
the Bible. What happened to it?
Join Dr. John Morris on the
adventure to find the Ark on
the icy slopes of Mt. Ararat,
where Genesis says it came to
rest after many months of
violent storm and destruction.
You will learn how the
existence of the Ark offers
evidence of creation what the
flood and Ark can teach you
about God's character how to
respond to claims that the
story of the Flood is just a myth

Chronicling more than 45 years
of personal accounts and
offering geological, historical,
and biblical evidence of the
Flood, Searching for Noah's
Ark will inspire you to take
confidence in the Bible's
historical accounts and its
trustworthiness to us today.
The Search for Noah's Ark Steve Boggess 2009-12
Archeologist and historian Dr.
Ian James receives a fervent
call from an old friend. His
presence is requested
immediately in Egypt to help
verify evidence of an ancient,
even sacred, artifact. A far cry
from his typical work as a
professor, he suddenly finds
himself plunged into a battle of
worldviews, at war to define
how we view history. What if
archeologists found something
that could change the world
forever? What if the world
came face-to-face with an
artifact so ancient and so
controversial that some would
go to any lengtha "even
murdera "to hide it? With the
help of fellow archeologists,
the support of a wealthy, Godfearing senator and an
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insatiable interest in finding
the truth, Dr. James is on a
quest to uncover one of the
most important archeological
finds in all of history. But
things are not always what
they appear, and supposed
safety can quickly turn into a
fight for their life. An innercircle of ACLU members will
attempt to thwart Dr. James at
every turn. Some will stop at
nothinga "even murdera " to
make sure that Noah's Ark will
never be recovered. In "The
Search for Noah's Ark," see the
battle for truth unfold, as men
of wealth and power collide to
either reveal the truth they've
always hoped existed, or to
destroy it forever."
Agri-Dagh - Don Shockey
2018-02-28
In the summer of 1943, while a
U. S. Army sergeant stationed
in Hamadan, Iran, Ed Davis
became friends with some local
Kurd tribesman (or Lourd, in
Davis's original account), who
told him of Noah's ark on
Mount Ararat. The ark and
items from it were considered
holy relics, generally kept from
outsiders, but the patriarch's

friendship with Davis made him
an exception. They showed him
items from the ark, including a
cage door, latches, and
shepherd staffs. All the wooden
items were described as
petrified. Tribal leader AbasAbas and seven of his sons led
Davis up the northeast side of
Ararat, but bad weather
prevented getting closer than
half a mile to the ark. But Davis
did see it; it was broken into
three or four pieces, of which
Davis saw two; the nearer had
at least three floors. Abas-Abas
supplied other details. The
living space for people is at the
top; the ark's door was hinged
at the top; construction was
done with wooden pegs. Dr.
Don Shockey received his B.A.
in anthropology from the
university of New Mexico and
his O.D. from Pacific University
College of Optometry, Forest
Grove, Oregon. Dr. Shockey
taught science in the public
schools at Taos, New Mexico,
and was an anthropology
instructor at the Taos branch of
the University of New Mexico.
He is co-founder and co-owner
of the Governor Bent Museum
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in Taos, and founder and
president of the Foundation for
International Biblical
Exploration and Research
(F.I.B.E.R.) in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Dr. Shockey has
lectured widely throughout the
western states and has made

many television appearances.
He was a member of the 1984
expedition on Mount Ararat
searching for evidence of the
Ark of Noah. The expedition
was filmed by Turkish National
Television.
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